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*1) Slight accent/overblow to emphasise upper partials. Natural multiphonic?
*4) sim. as for previous gesture at bars 28-29.
*3) Move gradually from fundamentla/lower partials to upper partials, including as many partials as possible on the way up.
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*6) Mixture of pizz, clicks, and vocal plosives such as k, t and p
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*7) Sudden emphasised forcing of air
*8) The line in the box indicates a spectral sweep of the aoelian sound indicated. The position of the line in the box maps the frequency content of the sweep. There should be interaction with the digital sound part. 
*9) Gradually more and more frenetic until double bar
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rigid again - a tempo
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*11) sim. as for previous gesture at bars 28-29, but moving back to fundamental, having included all partials.
*12) kill audio with last pizz note from flute





map digital sound part for bend
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